
A FOM suitable for characterizing a frequency divider is

defined as follows [7]:

FOM½GHz2=mW� ¼ fH½GHz�:flock½GHz�
PD½mW� (3)

where fH[GHz] represents the highest operating frequency in

GHz, flock[GHz] represents the locking frequency range in GHz,

and PD presents the power consumption in mW. Table 1 is a

summary of the implemented ILFD3, and recently reported

state-of-the-art divide-by-3 CMOS dividers in Refs. 2, 4–6. As

can be seen, our ILFD3 showed the widest LR, and achieved

the highest FOM. The results indicate that the ILFD3 topology

is very suitable for Ka-band and even higher frequency band

communication system applications.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we report a 31.29–38.18 GHz CMOS ILFD3 with

19.84% LR. Divide-by-3 and low-voltage operations were

achieved by the differential-injection linear mixers, which con-

stitute two source-connected series NMOSFETs in parallel with

the LC tank and cross-coupled transistors. The merit of wide

LR is mainly attributed to the adoption of two pairs of varac-

tors to enhance the ratio of variable capacitance to the overall

capacitance of the LC tank. On the other hand, low output

phase-noise is partly attributed to the addition of a bypass ca-

pacitor to the drain terminal of the head current source to elim-

inate its noise contribution. The results indicate that the pro-

posed ILFD3 topology is suitable for Ka-band communication

system applications.
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ABSTRACT: A boundary condition capable of efficiently exciting and

absorbing hybrid waveguide modes is derived for use in the context of
the finite element method. Its performance is assessed in two cases, that

is, a silicon and a plasmonic waveguide, and compared with that of the
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1. INTRODUCTION

The finite element method (FEM) [1] is one of the most promi-

nent numerical techniques for the analysis of complex high-fre-

quency electromagnetic problems. These include radiation, scat-

tering, and guided-wave problems spanning frequencies from the

microwave to the optical regime. Among its advantages is the

use of unstructured meshes and isoparametric elements, con-

forming with the boundaries of curved geometrical objects.

Moreover, by using proper (curl-conforming) vector basis func-

tions, the tangential field continuity at interfaces between differ-

ent materials is inherently satisfied. Therefore, there is neither a

need for explicitly enforcing it nor for adopting averaging

schemes to mitigate abrupt discontinuities in material parame-

ters, as customarily done in finite difference–based methods.

Finally, the resulting matrices are sparse (e.g., contrary to inte-

gral equation methods), and thus the linear system of equations

can be efficiently solved even for very high numbers of

unknowns (degrees of freedom [DoFs]).

To date, the FEM has experienced widespread use in model-

ing guided-wave devices or waveguide discontinuities [2–4]. A

crucial issue in such problems is the efficient implementation of

the input-port boundary condition, assigned with the task of

exciting and at the same time absorbing the guided mode. The

reflectionless truncation of the output waveguide(s) is also im-

portant, but for this case, except for the absorbing boundary

condition (ABC) option, there is always the alternative of using

perfectly matched layers (PMLs). Furthermore, if the waveguide

is open, the remaining sides of the bounding box, that is, the

side-walls, can be appointed first- or higher-order plane-wave

ABCs. Alternatively, they can be coated with PMLs. It is the

input-port that cannot be implemented any other way but with

an ABC and hence its performance is crucial.

So far, in most of the analyzed structures the underlying

waveguide supports a quasi-TEM or purely TE/TM mode. For

example, this is the case with microstrips (fundamental mode)

and rectangular metallic waveguides. This translates into scalar

and constant (spatially invariant) wave impedances characterizing

the supported modes. As a result, the implementation of the input-
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port ABC is rather straightforward [1, 3]. However, most

modern waveguides of optical and microwave/millimeter-wave

technology support hybrid modes, meaning that all six field

components are nonzero. More importantly, the mode wave

impedances are spatially dependent (functions of the cross-

sectional coordinates) and of tensorial nature. Examples of

such waveguides are wire and rib waveguides based on the

silicon-on-insulator technology, plasmonic waveguides such as

the dielectric-loaded, channel, stripe, or conductor-gap-silicon

(CGS) waveguide, as well as inhomogeneous millimeter-wave

waveguides such as the finline [5], or the (shielded) image

line.

In the present work, we develop an input-port boundary con-

dition capable of efficiently exciting and absorbing hybrid wave-

guide modes. The performance of the proposed ABC is tested in

two examples and compared with that of the standard ABC

derived for quasi-TEM or purely TE modes.

2. BOUNDARY CONDITION DERIVATION

Consider a guided-wave device based on any kind of optical or

microwave/millimeter-wave waveguide and let us focus on the

input port (S1) at which the mode is fed (Fig. 1). For the pur-

pose of deriving an ABC capable of efficiently exciting (while

simultaneously absorbing) a hybrid waveguide mode, we start

from a generalized orthogonality condition relating the trans-

verse electric and magnetic field components

Ht ¼ k̂� E
��Zw

: (1)

The wave impedance is not scalar because the mode in question

is neither purely TE nor purely TM. Rather, it is a dyadic tensor

given by

��Zw ¼ ZTM
w ðu; vÞûûþ ZTE

w ðu; vÞv̂v̂; (2)

where û and v̂ are two orthogonal tangential unit vectors on S1
and the respective wave impedances are defined through

ZTE
w ðu; vÞ ¼ Euðu; vÞ

Hvðu; vÞ ; ZTM
w ¼ � Evðu; vÞ

Huðu; vÞ : (3)

Returning to Eq. (1), we take the cross product with the out-

ward-pointing normal-to-S1 unit vector n̂

n̂�Ht � n̂�H ¼ n̂� 1
��Zw

k̂� E; (4)

which, by making use of Faraday’s law, can be written as

n̂�r� E ¼ �jxl0n̂� 1
��Zw

k̂� E: (5)

By combining two such equations, one for the incident (k̂ : �
n̂ and one for the reflected (k̂ : n̂) field, and noting that E ¼
Einc þ Eref we arrive at

n̂�r� Eþ jxl0n̂� ��Z
�1
w n̂� E ¼ 2jxl0n̂� ��Z

�1
w n̂� Einc; (6)

which is none other than the ABC with concomitant excitation

we were looking for. Equation (6) can be written in a more con-

cise manner as

n̂�r� Eþ ��cn̂� n̂� E ¼ 2��cn̂� n̂� Einc; (7)

where

��c ¼ jxl0
ZTE
w ðu; vÞ ûûþ jxl0

ZTM
w ðu; vÞ v̂v̂: (8)

Note that now the ûû dyad involves the TE instead of the TM

wave impedance. Equation (7) permits a direct comparison with

the standard input-port ABC [1, 3]

n̂�r� Eþ jbn̂� n̂� E ¼ 2jbn̂� n̂� Einc; (9)

derived for quasi-TEM, or purely TE modes, to be made.

Specifically, by observing Eqs. (7) and (9), one can readily

verify that Eq. (9) amounts to admitting that the wave im-

pedance is scalar and moreover has a spatially constant

value of g0/neff. However, neither of the above is true in the

case of a hybrid waveguide mode. Finally, let us just note

that compared with Eq. (7), we prefer the form of Eq. (6),

because it is more convenient in view of the Galerkin proce-

dure followed for the discretization of the governing

equations.

The output-port ABC, assigned with the task of only absorb-

ing a hybrid waveguide mode, is simply given by Eq. (6) with a

zero right-hand side, that is,

n̂�r� Eþ jxl0n̂� ��Z
�1
w n̂� E ¼ 0: (10)

A similar boundary condition (along with a plane-wave excita-

tion part) has been used for the truncation of scattering problems

in the context of the three-dimensional (3D)-FEM/adaptive-ABC

method [1, 5, 6]. Obviously, the advantage in guided wave prob-

lems is that the field distribution on the output-port is a priori

known, and, thus, there is no need for following an adaptive

procedure. It should be noted that as the output port ABC is

designed for absorbing a single-guided mode, the output port

should be placed sufficiently far from any discontinuities that

Figure 1 Input-port of a waveguide-based circuit with incident and

reflected fields
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might excite higher-order or radiation modes. Clearly, this holds

for the input port as well.

3. NUMERICAL ASSESSMENT AND DISCUSSION

In this section, we assess the performance of the proposed

boundary condition and have compared it against the stand-

ard ABC. For this purpose, we consider a straight waveguide

segment truncated by fictitious input and output ports sepa-

rated by a distance L (Fig. 2). At the input port (S1), Eq. (6)
is used for exciting the waveguide mode (with unit ampli-

tude of the dominant electric-field component), while Eq. (1)

is used for the absorption of the mode at the output-port

(S2). In what follows, two optical waveguides are examined,

namely a silicon wire and a CGS plasmonic waveguide. As

both waveguides considered are open, first-order plane-wave

ABCs:

n̂�r� Eþ jkn̂� n̂� E ¼ 0; (11)

are implemented on the side-walls (S3) of the computational do-

main. Although of minor importance in the case of a straight

undisrupted waveguide, this would become necessary in the

event of any waveguide discontinuities that would excite radia-

tion modes.

Returning to Figure 2, we note that it is the x and y coordi-

nates that are assigned to the waveguide cross-section, that is, u
: x and v : y with respect to Figure 1, and, thus, the normal

unit vector of the input port coincides with �ẑ. Discretization of

the structure is performed by first-order prism elements (curl

complete to order zero) [7–9]. The prism axis is oriented along

the propagation direction, that is, the z-axis (Fig. 2). Therefore,

it is the triangular faces of the prisms that tessellate the wave-

guide cross-section. We should note, however, that the conclu-

sions drawn in the following subsections hold for any other

prism orientation or even element type, for example, tetrahedral

or brick.

To implement the input- and output-port ABCs in the 3D-

guided-wave problem, one must first solve a two-dimensional

(2D) eigenvalue problem of the waveguide cross-section. Having

solved for the supported mode, we have access to the three com-

ponents of the electric field and the three components of the

magnetic field through differentiation (or vice versa). It is, there-

fore, straightforward to implement the input- and output-port

ABCs and obtain a solution for the 3D problem. Clearly, a

purely guided wave is expected to propagate in the simulated

structure, provided, of course, that the boundary conditions work

Figure 3 (a) Cross-section of the silicon-wire waveguide. (b)–(d) Electric field components (absolute value) for the fundamental TE mode at an oper-

ating wavelength of 1.55 lm

Figure 2 Straight waveguide segment truncated by fictitious input (S1)
and output (S2) ports separated by a distance L. Side walls are denoted

by S3. The orientation of the prism-element mesh is also depicted
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correctly. On the other hand, if the performance of the boundary

conditions is not satisfactory, a standing-wave pattern is bound

to appear, owing to reflections from the two ports.

3.1 Silicon Wire
As a first example, we consider a silicon wire, which consists

of a silicon (nSi ¼ 3.45) ridge residing on a silica (nSiO2
¼

1.45) substrate [Fig. 3(a)]. The ridge dimensions are set to w
� h ¼ 450 � 220 nm2, which are typical for such wave-

guides [10]. The fundamental mode in this case is TE-like.

This means that E1 is the dominant electric field component.

As mentioned earlier, first a 2D-eigenvalue problem of the

waveguide cross section is solved to get hold of the mode

field components. The absolute value of the electric field

components corresponding to the fundamental TE mode for

an operating wavelength of 1.55 lm are depicted in Figure

3(b)–(d). One can readily verify the hybrid nature of the

mode in question by noting that the two transverse compo-

nents are of comparable magnitude. Alternatively, this can be

confirmed by the fact that both axial components (electric

and magnetic) are nonzero.

Subsequently, we turn to the 3D-guided-wave problem. The

length of the waveguide segment considered is L ¼ 1.2 lm, cor-

responding to �1.73kg for the mode in question (kg �0.692 lm
at the free-space wavelength of 1.55 lm). Regarding the discre-

tization of the 3D structure, the axial mesh density is �20 points

per guide wavelength, that is, the prisms are approximately kg/
20 long. Moreover, the cross-sectional (triangular) mesh is

identical with that of the 2D eigenvalue problem. Solving the

3D problem, we obtain the E-field in the entire structure. We

solve the problem twice, considering both the proposed [Eq. (6)]

and default [Eq. (9)] ABCs, to provide a comparison between

the two.

In Figure 4(b)–(d) we plot the absolute value of the electric

field components along the waveguide for the two cases. Each

component is evaluated at the cross-sectional point associated

with its peak value, that is, at the center of the ridge for E1 and

at the corner and vertical edge of the ridge for Ey and Ez,

respectively (Fig. 3). As is evident from Figure 4, when the pro-

posed boundary condition is used (black curves), all the three

components acquire the correct amplitude at the input port (z ¼
0) and retain that exact value along the waveguide, indicating

that a purely guided wave is propagating in the structure. On the

other hand, when the standard ABC is used (gray curves), the

mode is not correctly excited at the input port, that is, the value

and relative amplitude of the three field components at z ¼ 0 is

different than what dictated by the eigenvalue problem. More

importantly, there is a clear oscillatory pattern with a period of

kg/2, indicative of a standing wave.

Plots (b)–(d) in Figure 4 examine the behavior of the elec-

tric-field components at a single cross-sectional point, that asso-

ciated with each component’s peak value. To obtain a measure

of the boundary condition performance involving the entire

waveguide cross section, we make use of a vector overlap inte-

gral correlating the actually propagating mode along the wave-

guide with the reference one, which is simply the solution of the

eigenvalue problem. The overlap integral chosen is of the fol-

lowing form

Figure 4 Comparison between proposed and default absorbing boundary conditions for a 1.2-lm-long silicon wire waveguide operating on

the fundamental TE mode at the 1.55 lm telecommunication wavelength. (a) Overlap integral along the waveguide, and (b)–(d) absolute

value of electric field components along the waveguide. Each component is evaluated at the cross-sectional point associated with its peak

value
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RR
A1

Eðx; y; zÞ � E�
refðx; yÞ dxdy

�
�
�

�
�
�

RR
A1

Erefðx; yÞj j2dxdy : (12)

Note that in Eq. (3) ref stands for reference and not reflected as in

the equations of Section 2. We evaluate the aforementioned

overlap integral at several z-points along the waveguide and the

result is presented in Figure 4(a) for both the proposed and default

ABCs. Clearly, the proposed ABC permits the correct excitation

and absorption of the mode in question. On the other hand, when

the default ABC is used, a standing wave pattern is formed.

Finally, let us note that the faint ripple in the transverse (Ex

and Ey) components, and consequently in the overlap integral, is

associated with the axial mesh density, and does not have any-

thing to do with a standing wave. This can be readily confirmed

by the period of the ripple (�kg/20). The piecewise-constant

approximation in the axial component (Ez) is a demonstration of

the well-known mixed-order principle.

3.2 CGS Waveguide
As a second example, we examine a very recently proposed type

of plasmonic waveguide, namely the CGS waveguide [11, 12].

The waveguide cross-section is depicted in Figure 5(a). It consists

of a gold cap (refractive index is taken from Ref. [13] and equals

0.55 � j11.5) on top of a silicon ridge separated by a silica layer

(gap). This three-region guiding ridge resides on a silica substrate.

The CGS waveguide offers some distinct advantages compared

with other plasmonic waveguides. Specifically, it provides deep

subwavelength confinement, while at the same time featuring tol-

erable propagations losses, that is, resistive losses in the gold cap.

Moreover, it permits a seamless transition to and from silicon

waveguides [12]. This attribute is very important, as efficient

merging of the two most prominent technologies for nanophoton-

ics, namely plasmonics and silicon photonics, can allow for

exploiting the unique advantages of each one.

Figure 5 (a) Cross section of the CGS plasmonic waveguide. (b)–(d)

Electric field components (absolute value) for the fundamental TM

mode at an operating wavelength of 1.55 lm

Figure 6 Comparison between proposed and default absorbing boundary conditions for a 1.2-lm-long CGS plasmonic waveguide operating

on the fundamental TM mode at the 1.55 lm telecommunication wavelength. (a) Overlap integral along the waveguide, and (b)–(d) absolute

value of electric field components along the waveguide. Each component is evaluated at the cross-sectional point associated with its peak

value
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In this example, the width of guiding ridge is equal to 200

nm. Moreover, the height of the silicon, silica and gold layers

are 340, 50, and 50 nm, respectively. Therefore, the total height

of the guiding ridge is h ¼ 440 nm. The fundamental mode in

this case is TM-like, meaning that it is the Ey component that is

dominant. Figure 5(b)–(d) depicts the absolute value of the elec-

tric field components corresponding to the fundamental TM

mode for an operating wavelength of 1.55 lm, as obtained by

the solution of the 2D eigenvalue problem. The distribution of

the dominant electric field component (Ey) reveals that most of

the mode energy is guided inside the 200 � 50 nm2 silica layer,

verifying that the confinement is indeed subwavelength. Again,

the hybrid nature of the mode in question is evident by noting

the relative amplitude of the transverse electric-field components

and the fact that both axial field components (electric and mag-

netic) are nonzero.

Turning to the 3D-guided-wave problem, plots (b)–(d) in

Figure 6 depict the absolute value of the electric-field compo-

nents along the waveguide, for both the proposed and default

ABCs. The length of the waveguide segment considered is L ¼
1.2 lm, corresponding to �1.61 kg for the mode in question

(kg ¼ 0.747 lm at the free-space wavelength of 1.55 lm). In

addition, in Figure 6(a) the overlap integral along the wave-

guide is depicted. As with the previous example, the proposed

ABC permits the correct excitation and absorption of the mode

in question, and thus a purely guided wave is propagating in

the structure. On the other hand, when the default ABCs are

used, a standing wave pattern is formed, owing to reflections

from the two ports. One might also notice that when the stand-

ard ABCs are used, both transverse electric field components

are excited with higher amplitudes than dictated by the solution

of the 2D eigenvalue problem. This is because at the cross-sec-

tional points associated with their peak value, g0/neff is smaller

than both ZTMw and ZTEw . On the contrary, in the previous exam-

ple of a silicon wire waveguide, Ex is excited with a lower am-

plitude, as g0/neff > ZTEw at the respective cross-sectional point.

Finally, let us note that the slight negative slope evident in the

field component and overlap integral plots is because of propa-

gation (resistive) losses. Specifically, for the waveguide dimen-

sions considered, the propagation length, that is, the distance at

which the optical intensity has dropped by a factor of e�1, is

�23 lm.

4. CONCLUSION

A boundary condition capable of efficiently exciting and absorb-

ing hybrid waveguide modes has been developed for use in the

context of the FEM. The proposed boundary condition is simple

and can be readily implemented in existing finite element codes

with minimal effort. It can be viewed as a generalization of the

standard ABC which is correct only when the wave impedance

of a given mode is scalar, spatially constant, and equal to g0/
neff. However, instead of wondering whether this assumption

holds, and to what extent, it is much safer using the proposed

ABC which is valid for any kind of mode, hybrid or not.

The performance of the proposed ABC has been tested in

two examples: a silicon wire operating on the fundamental TE-

like mode, and a CGS plasmonic waveguide operating on the

fundamental TM-like mode. In both cases its performance was

found to be exceptionally good.
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ABSTRACT: This article presents a new quadrature voltage-
controlled oscillator (QVCO). The LC-tank QVCO consists of two

first-harmonic injection-locked oscillators (ILOs). The outputs of one
ILO are injected to the gates of the MOS transistors on the other

ILO and vice versa so as to force the two local oscillator (LOs)
operate in quadrature. The injection metal-oxide-semiconductor field-
effect transistors (MOSFETs) are also used as frequency tuning

varactors. The QVCO has been implemented with the Taiwan
Semiconductor Manufacture Company (TSMC) 0.18 lm
complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) technology and
the die area is 0.646 mm � 0.841 mm. At the supply voltage of 1.3
V, the total power consumption is 9.58 mW. The free-running

frequency is tunable from 5.44 to 5.95 GHz as the tuning voltage is
varied from 0.2 to 2.0 V. The measured phase noise at 1 MHz
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